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FILLED
PLANS

P A R T  O N E



When my daughters were younger, they would bring me the American

Girl doll catalog and tell me, not only which ones they wanted, but how

they were going to get them.

 

Mom and Dad would get them THIS one for Christmas.

 

Grandma and Grandpa would get them THAT one for their birthday.

 

These kids were smart enough, not only to make a plan, but to

delegate to the appropriate family members the jobs necessary to

carry it out.

 

They ended up with a lot of American Girl dolls.

 

These little foxes instinctively understood the wisdom of having a

PLAN to get what they WANT. They knew then what many adults and

aspiring leaders often forget:

 

Plan-less-ness (about life and life events) fosters disorder and

WE SHOULD MAKE PLANS—
COUNTING ON GOD TO DIRECT US.

God-honoring planning is an
invitation to positive change.

We should make plans - counting on
God to direct us.
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L E A D E R S H I P  L E S S O N

P R O V E R B S  1 6 : 9



GOD-HONORING
PLANNING  I S
AN  IN V I TAT ION
TO  POS I T I VE
CHANGE .

LEADERSHIP LESSON
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Priorities are left undone.

Progress is not made.

Things that need changing . . . don’t.

confusion, and without a strategy to get somewhere, we can easily

become bewildered and depressed.

 

 

We may not make plans because we don’t think we’re good at doing

so. Or perhaps we tell ourselves that don’t make plans because we

want to be Spirit-led, and we picked up somewhere that having a plan

somehow challenges God’s plan (um . . . we’re not even CLOSE to

powerful enough to derail GOD’S plans).

 

Sadly, here is what often happens when we refuse to make plans:

 

We stay in difficult circumstances longer than we need to, becoming

despondent, feeling sorry for ourselves that nothing is changing.

 

What did the text say?

 

We SHOULD make plans.

 

Many of the advantages and joys that God wants to bring into our lives

depend on good planning and intentional execution

 

“But my hope is in the Lord!” you say.

 

Awesome. You’re positioned better off than most.
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To see positive change,
God expects us to make plans.



Hope is always essential. But hope ALONE is not a strategy for victory.

 

Good planning is.

 

If you needed more fuel in your car from a gas station, you wouldn’t

wait in your driveway ONLY hoping in the Lord – you’d find a way to

go GET the gas you needed.

 

In the same way, I’ve noticed that some up-and-coming leaders who

are sincerely hoping in the Lord can get resentful that certain things

haven’t happened in their lives – yet they are sitting there in a parked

car, with no plan of how they’re going to get where they would like to

go.

 

Esther had a PLAN about how she would confront the king about the

wicked Haman (see Esther 5:7)

 

When Nehemiah approached King Artaxerxes about going to

Jerusalem to rebuild the wall, he had a very detailed plan already

worked out in his head, including timelines, necessary permissions,

and specific supplies needed. Because he had already done his

PLANNING when this seemingly spontaneous opportunity to discuss

the project with the king came, “the king granted these requests,

because the gracious hand of God was on me.” (See Nehemiah 2:6-8).

 

Are you making plans like God is going to use them to open doors,

grant you favor, and progress you toward your dreams?

 

I can’t do what only God can do, but I CAN do what I’M supposed to

do, to see positive change in my life.
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Have you ever, while trusting God’s guidance in general, failed to trust

that He would direct you through the making of PLANS? Where do you

need to begin making some God-honoring plans?

Heavenly Father,

 

I confess that my thinking is sometimes muddy and I fail to make plans

as though you will be faithful to direct my steps. Teach me how to plan

with humility and faith, growing in confidence that though I cannot do

what only You can do, I cannot shirk my responsibility either. I believe

that you are the God of all wisdom and affection, and you will use my

planning to position me for progress over time. Thank You, Lord.
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God-honoring planning is an
invitation to positive change.

L E A D E R S H I P  L E S S O N



BETTER
RESULTS

P A R T  T W O



There is a grand difference between the chocolate chip cookies my

wife makes and the ones I make. My wife’s are moist, chocolatey, and

chunky. Mine are stiff, hard, and taste like baked flour.

 

To be fair, while my wife actually knows a precise recipe for her

chocolate chip cookies, while I only have a general plan for what goes

in the bowl. Because of the difference in our plans, our RESULTS are

very different. 

 

As a young leader, my plans were often last-minute, not-thought-

through, and lacking in detail. I attempted to make up for these

GLARING errors with PASSION. Unfortunately, no amount of passion

alone can turn the results of a mediocre plan into the results of an

above average plan. 

 

Just because we make A plan doesn’t mean it will be a GOOD plan. 

 

When we resist taking the time to ask the following questions of our

plans, we’ll likely consign ourselves to less creative, under-informed,

short-sighted and mediocre results.

 

Here are two questions leaders need to ask themselves to ensure that

they are actually planning WELL:
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LEADERSHIPPlans improve when we take the time
to ask good questions.

L E A D E R S H I P  L E S S O N



Calamity tends to follow close behind impulsive decisions and shoddy

plans that were compiled on the fly. Slow down. Just because we have

the POWER to make plans doesn’t mean we should execute them

NOW. There must be a TIME to propose options, reject suggestions,

think, reflect, and question assumptions.

 

In his fantastic book, Great by Choice (which you should read), Jim

Collins gives us an incredibly insightful question for evaluating the

decisions we’re called upon to make:
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LEADERSHIPAm I moving too quickly?

Sometimes acting too fast increases risk. Sometimes acting

too slow increases risk. The critical question is, “How much

time before your risk profile changes?” Do you have

seconds? Minutes? Hours? Days? Weeks? Months? Years?

Decades? The primary difficulty lies not in answering the

question but in having the presence of mind to ask the

question. (Collins, Great by Choice, pg. 111, emphasis added)

The best plans do not require us to move faster than wisdom. So let

me ask you:  

 

Does this have to happen RIGHT NOW or do you actually have more

time to REFINE the plan?

 

There will come a moment when you MUST act, but do you know

when that moment is? 



I T  I S  NOT
GOOD  FOR  A
PERSON  TO
BE  WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE ,
 
AND  HE  WHO
HURR IE S  H I S
FOOTSTEPS
ERRS .

PROVERBS 19:2 NASB95



Here are some helpful responses to have in your back pocket when

people are urging you to make plans too quickly:

 

“I need to move slower than this to make a wise plan.”

 

“If you need an answer right this minute, the answer is ‘No’.

 

“We’ll see.”

 

“Maybe.”

 

“Let me think about this for awhile. I’d rather plan well than plan

poorly.”

 

We can’t do it alone. Isolated planning trends toward frustration, falling,

and failure. To see positive change, we need people to plan WITH.

 

While they may not be the ones actually MAKING the decision, it is

usually best to have multiple best-experts-I-can-get-to-come-around-

the-table. An abundance of counselors is still more likely to generate

success.

 

I don’t know about you, but my creativity and originality runs out after

the second cup of coffee wears off so I NEED people more creative

than myself speaking into any good plan. I’ll just miss it and settle for

“Ye ole standby”. IDEA

LEADERSHIP
Who else should be around the table

for this decision?
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Has everyone who SHOULD weigh in already weighed in?

 

Who, if you had their help, could bring other realms of experience to

bear on this problem?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bottom line? Being the sole voice in the planning stages often

sabotages the very plans we’re focused on, making them less creative

and less potent than they ultimately could have been.

 

What other questions have you found helpful when planning?

Heavenly Father – You are all wise and do not need the counsel of

anyone. Such is not the case for me. Instead of racing into situations

and opportunities haphazardly, nudge me to slow down and seek the

counsel of those You’ve put me around. In Your mercy, lead me to the

people and pace I need to make GREAT plans, for your glory.

LEADERSHIP
Where there is no guidance the
people fall, But in abundance of

counselors there is victory.

P R O V E R B S  1 1 : 1 4



PLANS

IMPROVE

WHEN  WE

TAKE  THE

T IME  TO

ASK  GOOD

QUEST IONS .

LEADERSHIP LESSON



MAKE
BETTER
DECISIONS

P A R T  T H R E E

TWO SIMPLE
QUESTIONS TO



Leaders have power in order to move the ball of the
organization forward.
 
Unfortunately, that power (and PRESSURE from others) can cause
even the best leaders to make impulsive, split decisions that they
should have taken longer to think through. Often, an urgency to
make ANY decision (instead of the RIGHT one) leads to
LESS creative solutions and mediocre results.
 
Leader, resist the impulse to act without knowledge.
 
Like it or not, even when we have the right people around the
table, that doesn’t necessarily mean that any of those people has
traveled this way before, so we need to take the time to get the
big picture.
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It is not good for a person to be
without knowledge . . .

What we don’t know CAN hurt
us, so wise leaders take the

time to learn all they can.

L E A D E R S H I P  L E S S O N

P R O V E R B S  1 9 : 2



Does your team need to go away for a day and discover
EVERYTHING THEY CAN about this particular topic?
Do you  need to know more about what the Bible teaches
about this?

To avoid regrettable decisions, ask these two questions:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mistakes, failures, and bunny trails happen when we go off of
sketchy information, vague assumptions and ad hoc data
INSTEAD of actual facts.
 
How much can you LEARN about your current predicament
before you have to make a decision about it?
 
Obviously this will vary  depending on the project, but great
leaders gather all the information they can before pulling the
trigger on a plan.
 
The old saying is true, “We don’t know what we don’t know.“
 
Are there realms of knowledge related to your problem that
you’re not even informed enough to know exist?  The only way to
find out what there IS to know is to ask people who KNOW more
about this topic than you.
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1. Are we under-informed?

PART 3: TWO SIMPLE QUESTIONS



WHAT  WE
DON ’ T  KNOW
CAN  HURT
US ,  SO  WISE
LEADERS
TAKE  THE
T IME  TO
LEARN  ALL
THE Y  CAN .

LEADERSHIP LESSON



Are there coaches you could look to or consultants you could
bring in?
What have the experts in this area said and written about this?

Would you benefit from more reflection time on this?
Have you had time and margin to listen for the guidance of the
Holy Spirit? What did He say?
Do you have PEACE about this direction?
Any OTHER doors you should knock on?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Warning: You’ll be tempted to skip this step.
 
Have you had time to pray and ponder? Pondering is the
reflection time (sometimes even with fasting) in which we wait on
the Lord to bring HIS answer as opposed to just AN answer.
 
Scripture is teeming with examples of leaders who thought they
had a terrific "plan" but who DIDN’T take the time to seek the
Lord, ALWAYS to their detriment (see  Joshua 9:14,  2 Chronicles
16:12, & 18:6).
 
Build in time to get STILL. Silence has a real place in protecting
our ability to see what God wants us to.
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Are there coaches you could look to or consultants you could
bring in?
What have the experts in this area said and written about this?

 

2. What does the Lord think?
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You’re a leader – so don’t allow yourself to become impatient.  If
you have more time, find out more.
 
You may arrive at a better understanding of the tensions and
issues. And better decisions may open wider doors of
opportunity.

Wonderful Counselor, You’ve given me so many decisions of
consequence to make. Don’t let me rush this. Slow me down to truly
ponder what Your will is.   Surround me with brilliant people,
incredible advisors, and friends who have my (and Your Kingdom’s)
best interest in mind as I seek to be led by You.   Show me anything
You want me to see and superintend my searching for the best
answers. Thank You that You will.
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What we don’t know CAN hurt
us, so wise leaders take the

time to learn all they can.

L E A D E R S H I P  L E S S O N

PART 3: TWO SIMPLE QUESTIONS


